
Australian-based aircraft maintenance and manufacturing can reap major economic 
rewards — provided we act swiftly

Conference report — UNSW Business School, 15 November 2016
A conference of over 60 specialists from across all aviation and aerospace sectors, civilian and defence, was hosted 
on 15 November by the UNSW Business School, its School of Management and its Industrial Relations Research 
Centre. The conference expressed great optimism in the future of the Australian aviation and aerospace industry. But 
the promise will only be realised if industry and government work together to take swift and coordinated action to 
equip our workforce to meet the new challenges of the Asian century.

Among the priorities identified by workshops at the UNSW conference on  
15 November were:

Development of a policy community
Work together across aviation and aerospace industry sectors to identify three or five common issues that have  »
the ability to drive jobs in Australia

Take these to government and key decision makers, eg through working groups »

Building and Renewing Training & Licensing
Align training to EASA standards following the CASA review, and ensure that the small plane licence is fully  »
aligned to CASA standards

Ensure uniform funding for qualification across all Australian states »
Greater collaboration and industry engagement between the MRO training sector and the engineering sector »

Defence and Civilian Harmonisation — International Harmonisation
Use Defence procurement via Foreign Military Sales (FMS) to achieve employment of locals to a greater depth of  »
maintenance and skilling

Undertake a ‘gap analysis’ between current Aeroskills competence requirements and the EASA/CASA syllabus »
Ensure transference of skills between Military and civilian AMEs »

International Regulatory & Safety Oversight of Offshore Maintenance
Improve oversight processes of the maintenance being performed »
Improve the traceability of parts as part of the check on aircraft return »
Need for harmonisation to allow for career opportunities both ways »

Building for the future
Identify pathways within aviation for maintenance and other trades »
Ensure that school students, male and female, understand what the aerospace industry has to offer innovation in  »
IP and skills development

Learn from the Singapore example »
Share information through a hub on aviation and aerospace industries »
Use the development of WSA as an opportunity for export of new environmentally sustainable and composite  »
technologies

Advertise on Australia’s airworthiness strengths »
Federal, State and Local Government to collaborate »



Details
The conference brought together a cross section of people from:

Government — the Civil aviation regulator; national trade infrastructure and regional development agencies,  »
and state and local government, including sponsors of national and regional airport and aerospace industry 
development

The Department of Defence — logistics and workforce capability planning »
The Royal Aeronautical Society and the policy community including Aviation/Aerospace Australia and the Sydney  »
Aerospace and Defence Interest group

Airlines and aviation business associations, including the regional, business jet and general aviation sectors »
Advanced manufacturers and start-ups »
Major third-party maintenance repair and overhaul organisations — contractors to Defence and airlines »
Maintenance, manufacturing and transport unions »
The manufacturing and aero Skills Service Organisation, its industry reference groups, and training providers »
University researchers and providers of aerospace, aviation and business education »

Growth in Demand for Skilled Aerospace Manufacturing and Maintenance
Conference participants noted that half the world’s trade is soon to be concentrated in the Indo-Asia-Pacific region. 
Living standards in the region are projected to rise rapidly to 2035, increasing civilian demand for air transport. 
World-wide, a 40% increase in airports is projected. No longer at the end of the line, Australian airports will be 
ideally placed as locations for supplying aircraft maintenance and through-life support to a burgeoning aerospace 
component manufacturing market.

This is a great opportunity for Australian aviation and aerospace to capitalise on our strong safety standards, high-
end maintenance capability and capacity for design, modification and through-life maintenance support. We can 
supply emerging niche aviation markets, for example for the small commuter, business, helicopter repair, general 
aviation and unmanned aircraft sectors. Australian subsidiaries of global aerospace manufacturing primes and 
component suppliers are already linked into international supply chains, and a US small aircraft manufacturer has 
recently announced plans for a local startup to build a whole aircraft here.

Contracts have recently been signed for Australian contractors to maintain aircraft components for the US Pacific 
and global Defence forces.

Meanwhile, there will be a growing need to boost Australian sovereign industrial capability in aerospace manufacture 
and maintenance. The 2016 Defence White Paper drew attention to the rapid rise of Defence investment by 
Australia’s northern neighbours, and outlined a ten-year strategy for the development and resourcing of Australian 
Defence capability. In civil aviation, it will be vital to shore up our capacity for safe, high-quality maintenance of the 
different generations of aircraft on the Australian civil aviation register. Regional and General Aviation are essential 
national services, requiring a nation-wide supply of qualified staff to perform and sign off on repairs and overhaul.

Meeting this Demand — Challenges and Opportunities
These opportunities and needs coincide with a looming global shortage of maintenance engineers that will hit the 
Indo-Asia-Pacific region particularly hard. By 2026, there will be an estimated 25–30% global shortfall in aircraft 
maintenance capability, with the Asia Pacific region much harder hit.

The most recent forecasts by the International Air Transport Association and Boeing are that world-wide, between 
740,000 and 800,000 new aeroskills recruits will need to be trained by 2026. To meet domestic demand, the 
Australian maintenance workforce will need to increase by 5,000 or 38%.

Because of the age structure of the existing workforce, virtually all of this capacity will need to be recruited and 
trained from scratch over the next ten years. This will require a major expansion of training systems. Australia is 
embedded in global aerospace supply chains at the cutting edge of new technologies — advanced manufacturing, 
composites, UAVs, monitoring and diagnostics. We have capability across the design/build/maintain/upgrade/
recycle spectrum. This capability needs to be mobilised to supply our own needs, and to provide training support to 
help quickly build capability in the Indo-Asia-Pacific region.

Shortages of skilled manufacturing and maintenance labour across the Indo-Asia-Pacific will make it less viable for 
Australian airlines to rely on offshore heavy maintenance of their international and domestic fleets. Cost differentials 
between Australian and offshore maintainers will narrow, and the risks will grow of sub-contracting to further offshore 
maintenance, repair and overhaul suppliers of dubious quality.



Australia will eventually have to take back much of maintenance load which is currently in the process of being off-
shored. The regional and general aviation sectors, essential to our rural economic and social fabric, will always rely 
on home-grown skills. And national security relies on home-grown Defence capability.

Rebuilding and Exporting Aerospace/Aeroskills Capability
Meeting the challenge of the skills shortfall calls for a nationally-coordinated turnaround approach to:

Encouraging and supporting the aviation, MRO and aerospace manufacturing sectors in investing in onshore  »
maintenance capacity

Facilitating the nimble movement of skilled engineers and technicians into emerging areas of need, by: »
Creating skill-based career paths between manufacturing and maintenance, across the full spectrum of  »
design/build/maintain/upgrade/recycle

Generating pathways between civilian and Defence aviation and maintenance »
Creating the capacity for skills and career transfers across civilian sectors, from general aviation to airlines »

Ensuring that our airports, including the new 24/7 Western Sydney Airport, are integrated with maintenance hubs,  »
linked to suppliers of Advanced Manufacturing components and repair techniques, including both branches of 
global prime suppliers and highly innovative small and medium businesses

Turning around the recent severe decline in maintenance training intakes through an increase of 5,000 or 38%  »
over the next decade

Making full use of our existing skills base and ensure that new recruits have capability across current and new  »
generation aircraft

Identifying and building niche areas of expertise — possible examples being: »
Use of advanced manufacturing materials and techniques in repair, overhaul and refurbishing »
Non-destructive diagnostics and rapid-response AOG work »
Aircraft upgrades, renovation and refurbishing »
Maintenance management and auditing »
Renovation, customisation, upgrading and modification, contributing to fuel efficiency and environmental  »
sustainability

Building an export industry providing education and training across the full spectrum of manufacturing,  »
maintenance and safety oversight.

Industry groups and government agencies will need to develop a coordinated approach to laying the groundwork for 
these goals to be achieved. Harmonisation and coordination are keys.

Regulation, Regional Development and Trade
Within Australian civil aviation, regulatory approval of Australian parts manufacture and aircraft maintenance 
practices will need to be reviewed and completed, including in the small aircraft area, to ensure full alignment with 
international standards.

A nationally-consistent approach to training and assessment will be required. At the moment, VET training is state-
based, and maintenance Training Organisations have different approaches to funding, delivery and examination 
content, particularly at the Diploma level required for licences.

Training programs need to be include pathways with clear linkages available from school through VET (for trade/
technical skills) to university training in manufacturing engineering, aviation and maintenance management.

If we are to build an education and training export industry, we will need to ensure that training and assessment 
are fully aligned with the EASA syllabus and are world’s best practice in terms of mapping against the International 
Civil Aviation Organsiation/International Air Transport Association Next Generation of Aviation Professionals (NGAP) 
Program. Further collaborative mapping of training curricula will be required with the aviation and training authorities 
in our region.

To enable greater interoperability and transferability of labour between domestic Civilian and Defence, 
‘harmonisation’ of qualifications and licensing will be required across the sectors. Parallel harmonisation will need 
to be completed between Australian Defence standards and those of the overseas militaries with which we seek 
‘harmonisation’ — for ‘interoperability’. This would mean that military aircraft from other countries would be able to 
be maintained, in full accordance with other national regulations, by Australian engineers and, presumably, fitted with 
Australian-made parts.



Support will be required for the national safety regulator in negotiating bilateral approaches to the verification of 
compliance with international safety standards.

And cooperation, at national, state and regional level will be required to support airports, manufacturers and MROs, 
including specialist small and medium enterprise ventures, to find export opportunities and manage international 
contracts.

Conclusion
In view of a rapidly-changing international trade and security landscape, 2017 will be a critical year for the Australian 
aerospace manufacturing and maintenance industry. Sovereign aviation capability, across all civilian and Defence 
sectors, and embracing innovative manufacturers, has taken on a new urgency, requiring an urgent overhaul and 
expansion of the national training and workforce development effort in this field. At the same time, the projected 
shortfall of qualified trade, technician and engineering skills across the Indo-Asia-Pacific region presents our nation 
with a unique export opportunity for adding aeroskills and innovative aerospace manufacturing to our education 
export portfolio.

In linking strategy capability and resourcing in a ten year plan, the Defence White Paper provides a potential model. 
All sectors of the aviation and aerospace industry need to engage in a conversation to develop a strategic approach 
to rebuilding domestic capacity and ensuring fully compliance of all parts of the manufacturing and maintenance 
supply chain with international safety standards.
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